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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past couple of years, we have been witnessing the rapid growth in 

multimedia computing. Video teleconferencing, interactive digital television, 

interactive 3D computer graphics, and virtual reality, are emerging to become one 

of the fastest growing industries. It has been predicted that by the year of 2000, 

this industry will create $1 trillion (10^^) market [1]. In the closely related area, 

high speed computer networks, cables, and conventional telephone service fines are 

now forming the information distribution network. The information, data, text, 

graphics, video, sound, etc., in the form of multimedia, can be requested, accessed, 

transmitted, and distributed potentiaUy to each household. 

The concept of accessing and utifizing the information in the multimedia form, 

is tremendously changing and will change the way of people doing business, 

functioning in the society, and entertaining. In the foreseeable future, many 

personalized, portable information terminals, which can be carried while travefing, 

will proAdde the fink to central computer network to aUow information exchange 

including videos from one node to another node, or from one node to many nodes 

(broadcast). 



1.1 The Problem Statement and the Objectives of This 
Study 

In the development of digital video technology, there are many hard technical 

questions yet to be weU defined and to be solved. Video (motion picture) data 

compression is one of them. The video data compression is a very challenge task, 

simply because of the following reasons: 

1. A huge amount of data has to be processed in real time. For a TV quality 

image of size 780 x 525 pixels and 8 bits/pixel, it needs more than 3.2 x 10^ 

bits. When such images are refreshed at a rate of 30 frames/second, it needs 

a transmission speed at approximately 98.28 Mbits/second. 

2. Only a fimited bandwidth is supported by most existing communication 

channels. For example, in analog phone line, the bandwidth is about 4 kHz, 

and for ISDN (Intergrated service digital network) B channel, the 

transmission speed is 64 kbits/second [2]. 

At the current technology level, transferring such amount of data through 

network, is very costly if not formidable. Data compression may provide a solution 

to this problem. 

This study will be focused on the lossy compression of continuous-tone, gray 

level still images and motion pictures using differential pulse code modulation 

method (DPCM). The objective of this study is to develop a DPCM algorithm to 

exploit the spatial redundancy at intraframe level and temporal redundancy at 
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interframe level to reach a high data compression rate. In particular, we would fike 

to answer the following questions: 

1. How to characterize the statistical features of the image data and how these 

features can be utifized for the prediction? How to design an optimal 

predictor for video sequence prediction? 

2. DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) has been used to exploit the 

spatial redundancy within one single frame in the past. Can DPCM scheme 

be used to exploit the temporal redundancy in a sequence of frames for 

interframe coding? 

3. Can we extend the prediction kernel to include the temporal components? If 

the answer is 'yes', what kind of kernel wiU it be? 

1.2 A Note On Performance Measures 

We use the following quantities to measure the compression performance: (a) 

compression ratio, (b) bit rate, and (c) root of mean-square error (RMSE). In 

mathematical expression, the compression ratio is defined as, 

number of bits in the original image 
compression ratio = ———:— — . (1.1) 

number ot bits in the compressed image 

After the compression, the bit rate, average number of bits per pixel (or bpp in 

short), is given as, 

compressed image size in bits 
bit rate = ——z—:—-. r bpp. (1.2) 

total pixel number ^ ^ 



If the original image is k bits per pixel, it can also be calculated as, 

k 
bit rate = ;— bpp. (1.3) 

compression ratio 

In measuring the distortion of the compressed image with reference to its original 

one, root of mean-squared error (RMSE) is defined as 

RMSE = 
i V - l M - l 

^ E E[/(^i)-/{^i)P {1-4) 

where N and M are the width and height of the image, respectively, / is the 

original image and / is the reconstructed image. 

This thesis is organized in the following way: Chapter II reviews the current 

compression techniques, including those on general purpose lossless compression 

and lossy image compression. Chapter III outfines the JPEG and MPEG 

standards for stiU images and motion picture compression. In Chapter IV, the 

general mathematical background of this study is discussed. Chapter V proposes 

the methodology of the three dimensional DPCM. Experimental results are 

presented and discussed in Chapter VI. Chapter VII concludes this study. 



CHAPTER II 

A REVIEW OF THE CURRENT COMPRESSION 

TECHNIQUES 

There are many approaches to image compression and they are categorized 

into two fundamental groups: Lossless compression and Lossy compression. In 

lossless compression, the reconstructed data is numericaUy identical to original 

one. This is desirable, but usuaUy only a modest amount of compression can be 

achieved. When lossy compression is employed with tolerable degradation of the 

image quafity, much higher compression can be obtained. 

However these two groups of compression techniques are not isolated from each 

other. UsuaUy, lossless compression is used as a step following lossy compression 

where the quantization is performed and the total symbols in the data is reduced, 

therefore a higher lossless compression efficiency can be expected. In the following 

sections we briefly outline the general purpose lossless compression techniques, 

which gives the foundation of the lossy compression, because the lossy 

compression is the main topic of this study. 

2.1 Lossless Compression 

Lossless compression can be classified into three classes: character-oriented, 

statistics supported, and dictionary based techniques. 
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2.1.1 Character-oriented Techniques 

There are many character-oriented compression techniques [3]. TVpicaUy they 

are as follows: 

i. NuU Suppression 

Null or blank suppression was one of the earfiest data compression techniques 

developed. As the name implies, this technique scans a data stream for repeated 

nuUs or blanks. A sequence of this can be replaced by predefined special symbols 

whose length are certainly shorter, 

ii. Bit Mapping 

When a specific chareicter occurs frequently, a bit map is used to indicate the 

position of it, so the space taken by eax:h such a character becomes one bit. An 

figure illustrating this is shown below. 

Original data string 

Character 1 Null Null Null Character2 Null Null Characters 

Compressed data string 

10001001 Null Character 1 Character2 Characters 

Figure 2.1: Bit map indicating the position of a highly repeating character. 
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Here the original data of 8 characters now is compressed into 5-character long. 

iii. Run Length Coding 

This method scans a stream for any repeated symbols, then use compression 

indicator, the sjnnbol and the run length to replace the sequence of the repeated 

symbol. Null suppression can be viewed as a special case when the sjnnbol is a 

null, 

iv. Half-Byte Packing 

The run length does not permit compression of a sequence of symbols that 

does not repeat by characters. However, the first four bits of the characters do 

repeat under certain conditions. One example is in finemcial reports, the first four 

bits axe repeating as seen from the Table 2.1. 

V. Diatomic Encoding 

Diatomic encoding is a data compression process where a pair of characters are 

replaced by a special character, permitting a 2:1 compression ratio. In Engfish 

text, for example, the frequently occurred pairs are 'th', 'in', 'ry'. etc. 

vi. Pattern Substitution 

Going one step further, not being limited to two characters, one can use a 

special character to substitute a predefined character pattern consisting many 

characters. Such patterns could be 'the', 'and' in English text, or 'printf, 'return' 

in C programming language, 

vii. Relative Encoding 
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Table 2.1: Characters with repeating first 4 bits. 

Character 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
* 

$ 

7 

• 

ASCII Code 

30H 
31H 
32H 
33H 
34H 
35H 
36H 
37H 
38H 
39H 
23H 
24H 
2CH 
2EH 

Bit Structure 

0011 0000 
0011 0001 
0011 0002 
0011 0003 
0011 0004 
0011 0005 
0011 0006 
0011 0007 
0011 0008 
0011 0009 
0010 0011 
0010 0100 
0010 1100 
0010 1110 

This type of compression is suitable when there are sequences of runs in a data 

stream that vary only a little from each other. One example of this is that the 

data from telemetry measurements. Observe a sequence of numbers as foUows: 

Original data 27.0 27.3 27.5 27.0 27.1 27.2 

Relative encoding 27 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 

The relative encoding only codes the sfightly changing portions. This reduces 

the dynamic range of the data and thus the total amount of symbols necessary to 
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represent the data stream. In facsimile technique, a digital fine scan consisting of 

black and white pixels may vary only sfightly from its previous fine scan. Only the 

relative changes between the successive scans are encoded, 

viii. Forms-Mode Operation 

When the data is in predefined formats, only the variable parts need to be 

transmitted or stored. The formats can be separately encoded and transmitted or 

stored once. 

While these character oriented methods only offer fimited compression, they 

usuaUy serve as the first level of multi-leveled compression scheme. Nevertheless, 

they provide intuition for more sophisticated techniques. 

2.1.2 Statistics Supported Techniques 

A common feature of these character oriented methods is that they all operate 

upon characters of a fixed bit size. The statistical encoding takes the advantage of 

the probabilities of the occurrence of characters by assigning shorter codes for 

more probable characters and longer codes for less probable ones. Statistical 

encoding is also caUed entropy encoding. Let's introduce the concept of entropy 

here before we outfine Huffman coding and arithmetic coding. 

In information theory, it is reasonably assumed that the less frequently 

occurred symbols contain more information while more frequently occurred 

symbols contain less information. A definition consistent with this is that the 
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information content of a symbol is expressed by the inverse probabifity of its 

occurrence: 

J_ 
Pi-

In binary code, this take log2 1/pt bits to represent the information content. The 

average bits to represent the information content per symbol in the message, 

defined as entropy., is 

n 

// = X^paog2iM. (2.1) 

i. HuflEman Coding 

The basic consideration of Huffman coding is: if the symbols with higher 

probabifity of occurrence are represented with shorter codes, while the symbols 

with lower probabifity of occurrence are represented with longer codes, then, as 

the result, the total length needed to represent the whole message wiU be expected 

shorter. 

In 1952, D.A. Huffman pubfished his paper, "A Method for the Construction 

of Minimum Redundancy Codes" [4]. His coding algorithm exploiting statistical 

characteristics, today referred as HuflEman Coding, has been the subject of an 

overwhelming amount research. The idea of Huffman coding is: if we can assign 

each symbol a code with diflFerent bits, more specificaUy, less bits for more 

frequently encountered symbols and more bits for less frequently encountered 
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symbols, we may reduce the average length of the message. Figure 2.2 shows a 

coding table for a message with 5 symbols of diflFerent occurrence probabifities: 

Symbol 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Probability 

0.29 

0.26 

0.25 

0.15 

0.05 

0 

0 
0 

0 

fman Code 

00 

01 

10 

110 

111 

Bit Number 

2 

2 

2 

S 

S 

Figure 2.2: Symbol Statistics, Huffman tree and Codes. 

The structure shown in Figure 2.2 is caUed Huffman tree. It is built according 

to the following principles: 

1. The sjnnbols are cirranged in a column in the order of decreasing probability. 

2. The two fines of symbols with lowest probabifities are combined into a new 

fine. The composite probabifity of the new fine is the sum of the previous 

fines. 

3. The process of combining 2 lowest probability fines is continued until all the 

fines have been merged. And the Huf&nan tree is completed. 

4. Huffman code for each symbol is assigned by placing 0 to the upper branch 

and 1 to the lower branch, until reaching the leaf where the symbol resides. 

We summarize important properties of the Huf&nan codes as follows: 

Different codes have different number of bits 
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• Codes for symbols with low probabifities have more bits, and codes for 

symbols with high probabilities have fewer bits. 

• Though the codes are of different bit lengths, they can be uniquely decoded, 

ii. Arithmetic coding 

Huffman coding has been proven the best fixed-length coding method. 

However, Huffman codes have to be integer bits long, and this can sometime cause 

problem. Suppose a character's probability is p = 1/3, the optimum number of 

bits for it is log2 1/p « 1.6. While Huffman coding has to assign either 1 or 2 bits 

to it, either choice is suboptimal. The problem becomes noticeable when the 

probability of a character is close to 1. The optimum Huffman code bit number for 

p = 0.9 is log2 1/p ~ 0.15. Even only assigning one bit to it results a 1/0.15 « 6.7 

times longer code than it should have been. 

The idea of arithmetic coding is that the code for a specific symbol is not 

fixed. Instead, a stream of input symbols are encoded into a fioating-point 

number. A character occupies a portion of the single floating-point number. The 

position of this "portion" is determined by the probability range of the symbol. 

For given interval, each input symbol is assigned to a subinterval of it. 

At the beginning, before any symbol is read, the range of the floating-point 

number is 0 < a: < 1.0, denoting as [0, 1.0). As a symbol is read, this range is 

narrowed to the portion of the probabifity of this symbol. Next symbol will 

occupy a portion of the interval left from the previous coding in accordance with 
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its own probabifity. Successive symbols are processed in the same way. The 

algorithm is as foUows: 

1. Assign the initial values for the coding program, 

low = 0, high = 1. 

2. Calculate the range, 

range = high — low. 

3. The new bounds are, 

high = low + range x highJ)ound^ofJtsprobability., 

low = low + range x lowJboundjofJtsjprobability. 

4. If not end of the input stream, go to step 2. Otherwise, output the "low." 

It can be seen that more likely occurred symbols reduce the range less than the 

unlikely occurred symbols would, therefore add fewer bits to represent the larger 

interval. 

Although floating-point number is used to explain the basics of the algorithm, 

in practical implementation, floating-point computation is neither necessary nor 

efficient in a digital computer. The initial interval [0, 1.0) can be scaled to the fuU 

range of an integer, or long integer depending on the machine, and the rest of the 

algorithm works the same way. 

It has been concluded that Arithmetic coding outperforms Huffman coding in 

most respects [5]. 
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2.1.3 Dictionary-Based Techniques 

Before 1977 the research work in data compression has been mainly 

concentrated on character oriented methods and statistical modefing, especially 

Huffman coding. This suddenly changed with the publication of Jacob Ziv and 

Abraham Lempel's work [6] and [7]. The algorithms are referred to as 

dictionary-based compression. Here the dictionary is actually a fixed-sized bufi'er 

holding previously-read characters. This scheme uses different approaches. It uses 

indices to retrieve data, similar to database management. The basic components 

of the scheme are: 

1. Read a fixed-length string of characters into a buffer referred as dictionary. 

Read in a character, test it against the dictionary; 

2. If not found, add it into the dictionary, code the index; 

3. If found, read in more characters until the maximum match is found, code 

the index; 

4. Repeat the above steps. 

The index is basicaUy the position information, just as a page number and entry 

number to refer a word in a dictionary. A unique aspect, unlike other techniques, 

is that it encodes a variable length of string of symbols as a single token (the 

index to the string dictionary). In 1984, Terry Welch published his work [8], 

moving this scheme from theory to practical implementation. Since then, this 

scheme, referred as LZW in honor of its inventors, dominates the general purpose 
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compression appfication tools. Programs such as PKZIP, ARC, ARJ, LHarc, 

zip, compress, etc., all use LZW schemes [9]. 

2.2 Lossy Compression 

Unlike general purpose compression, image data has its uniqueness and 

advantages from the point view of compression. As stated before, lossless is ideal, 

but it only offers modest compression. To achieve greater compression we may 

have to sacrifice the quafity. The reconstructed image is not necessarily poorer to 

human eyes. We aim at achieving lossless in the sense of visual effects. 

The idea of image data compression, for both stiU image and a sequence of 

motion pictures, is exploiting the redundancy in the data. There are three types of 

redundancy in digital image, namely: 

• Spatial redundancy, which refers to the correlation between the values of 

neighboring pixels; 

• Spectral redundancy, which refers to the correlation between the components 

of the color spectrum; 

• Temporal redundancy, which refers to the correlation between the 

neighboring frames of a sequence of images. 

To remove the redundancy, the very first step is to find out where the 

redundancy is. This is done by Decomposition or Transformation. 

Decomposition or transformation helps to identify the signal components of less 
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importance in the reconstruction of the image. We use two examples to explain 

this. 

As the first example, in lossy JPEG image coding. Discrete Cosine Transform 

is performed on the original image data, the output shows that the coeflicients of 

different frequency components have different dynamic range. The high frequency 

coefficients, usuaUy with smaU magnitude, are considered of less importance and 

become the main targets of the quantization. 

In the second example, in Differential Pulse Code Modulation, a pixel value is 

predicted from its neighboring pixels, the difference, called prediction error, is 

extracted. The distribution of the difference is highly uneven, not only providing 

the potential for an efficient entropy encoding, but also appeafing to adopt big 

quantization gaps for the less populated error signals. 

The core of lossy compression lies on the quantization of the image signals. 

The quantization here means using less, thus coarse levels, for the signal 

components that are considered of less importance to the image quality. Again, 

lossy compression is not an end to itseff. It is used in a two-phase process: a lossy 

stage followed by lossless stage. Another good thing about lossy compression is 

that it smooths out the data and makes it even more suitable for lossless 

compression. We get an extra benefit from lossy compression. 

The techniques of lossy compression and the brief outlines are given as foUows: 
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2.2.1 Block Truncation Coding 

In Block Truncation Coding an image is segmented into n x n non-overlapping 

blocks. In each block, the pixels are quantized into 2 levels (one bit). The 

quantization thresholds and reconstruction levels vary from block to block to 

comply the local statistics [10]. 

In this process a block of pixels are binarized. The bit map for this n x n 

binarized pixel values, together with the two reconstruction values are encoded. In 

decoding, the two levels in each block are replaced by the reconstruction values. 

The basic design of block truncation coding may cause contouring artifacts in 

slowing varjring blocks due to the restriction to only two reconstruction levels 

within a block. Artifacts also appecir in the edge between adjacent blocks. This is 

due to the independent encoding process of each block. The good part of this is 

that it preserves the sharp edges. 

For a block of size 4 x 4, 16 bits(2 bytes) are needed for the bit map and 2 

bytes are needed for the 2 reconstruction levels. So, the bit rate is 2.0 bits per 

pixel for basic block truncation coding. A number of source coding techniques can 

be employed to reduce the bit rate. 

The research issues related to block truncation coding are: the quantizer 

design, reconstruction level design, and bit map coding. 
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2.2.2 Predictive Coding 

Looking at the pixel values of an image, one could find a fact that for areas of 

the whole image, the value of a pixel is close to those of its neighboring ones. This 

is also obvious when one looks at an image, many parts of it have close, if not 

identical, color and brightness. This is described as the correlations between 

neighboring pixels, the spatial correlation. It suggests a redundancy be exploited 

for compression. The redundancy is a characteristic related to the predictability. 

For example, a constant gray level image is fully predictable while a white noise is 

totally unpredictable because of its randomness. Predictive coding takes the 

advantage of the spatial correlation to reduce the redundancy for efficient coding. 

Idealy, if we can exactly predict the next incoming signal there wiU not be need to 

code it. Even though we cannot always exactly predict a signal, as long as we do 

not miss it too much, prediction is still useful. We expect the difference between 

the actual value and the predicted value to be very small. The difference, termed 

as error signal, requires fewer bits than the actual signal would. Another benefit 

of the prediction is that the error signals break the evenness of the distribution of 

the actual signals, and highly concentrate around zero, implying reduced entropy. 

Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) is the most common approach of 

predictive coding and we choose this to be the main topic of this study. We shaU 

elaborate on this in Chapters IV and V. 
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2.2.3 DCT Transform Coding 

A general transform coding scheme first performs a unitary transform on the 

image blocks. A unitary is a reversible linear transform that represent the original 

data on a set of complete, orthonormal discrete basis functions. The lossy takes 

place when the quantization is appfied. The purpose of the transform is to 

redistribute the energy in the transformed domain (usually referred as frequency 

domain even though the term is not used for its traditional meaning). A smaU 

number of frequency components contain most portion of the energy. Such a set of 

the components are a^tuaUy the low frequency components. A good news about 

this is that the high frequency components not only contain a small portion of the 

energy, but also are less important to human visual system. Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT) is the most known among the transform family [10]. 

Discrete cosine transform can be derived from Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT). This suggests that the intensively studied results of DFT, including the 

hardware implementation, can be used in DCT. Because of the features of the 

implementation, compression abihty, and quality of reconstructed images of it, 

DCT is chosen as the operation mode for JPEG lossy compression among a 

number of proposed methods. 
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2.2.4 Subband Coding 

Subband coding incorporates human visual system into the compression in a 

similar way as the transform coding does. It first feeds the image signals into a 

bank of filters where the signals can be filtered into several subbands. Filtering 

the signals into subbands itseff does not create compression, but it enables the 

subbands to be coded more efficiently. Each of the bands will be coded using a bit 

allocation rational matched to the signal energy in that band. For the subbands 

with large portion of the energy, usuaUy the low frequency band, more bits, 

corresponding to fine quantization levels, are assigned to represent the signal, whUe 

for the subbands with smaUer portion of the energy, usually the high frequency 

bands, less bits, corresponding to coarser quantization levels, are assigned [11]. 

In subband coding, a bank of M filters are used to produce M repficas of the 

original image at M different frequency bands. The subband replicas have the 

same size as the original image. They are down-sampled by a factor of M, then 

coded with different bit rates, or even different coding schemes. At the receiving 

end, the signals are decoded and up-sampled. Signals from different bands are 

added together to reconstruct the image. 

The research issues of subband coding are: filter design, hardware 

implementation, bit allocation for each band, and source coding within a band. 
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2.2.5 Vector Quantization 

In the compression techniques such as predictive coding and transform coding, 

the processes are based on each individual pixels, in either spatial space or 

transformed space. A fundamental result of Shannon's rate-distortion theory is 

that better compression can be achieved by coding vectors instead of scalars [12]. 

A vector here is an image pattern. An image of size / x m and depth k (depth 

is the bit number for each pixel value) can have total 2*̂ '"" different patterns. Each 

pattern is a vector. A code book is a coUection of image patterns caUed code 

vectors. The size of the code book, or the number of code vectors, is much less 

that the total possible image patterns, (much less than 2*'̂ "' for the example 

given). In quantization, an image is compared with the code vectors in the code 

book to find the best match. The best match is chosen using minimized distortion. 

The most common distortion measure is the square of the Euclidean distance 

between the image vector and the code vector. The best matched code vector is 

used in place of this image and only the index to this code vector needs to be 

coded. This method is called Vector Quantization. 

The research issues of vector quantization are: determining the code book size, 

generating the code vector, and organizing the code vectors for fast match search, 

etc. 
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2.2.6 Wavelets In Image Compression 

Talking about image compression one can not leave this topic without saying 

something about wavelets. Wavelet theory has been the topic of intensive study of 

researchers from the disciplines of physics, mathematics, computer science, and 

computer engineering. Nevertheless it finds its appfications in image compression. 

The problem with traditional transforms (typicaUy, Fourier transform, Han-

transform, etc.) is that their resolutions obey Heisenberg inequality 

Aa^Au; > -. 
- 2 

This means a confliction between the resolution optimality in the two domains. To 

solve this dilemma, the wavelets approach chooses a set of basis functions with 

different non-zero width, so called support by the wavelet people. The functions 

with wide support examines the slowly changed low frequency region, and the 

functions with narrow support accurately examine the fastly changed short region 

in time domain. In wavelet transform, an image is decomposed into a set of basis 

functions caUed wavelets. Each of the wavelets is represented with a spatial 

resolution proportional to the frequency. 

Just as other transforms, the wavelet transformation redistributes the energy 

among its coefficients. The scarcity and large magnitudes of the coefficients offer 

better chance for entropy coding. Furthermore, unevenly distributed coefficients 

are attractive to quantization. The quantization can be done both in 

frequency-domain and spatial-domain for a set of wavelet coefficients. 
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The research issues of wavelets compression are, selection of basis function, 

implementation of wavelet transform. The challenges of wavelet coding also lie on 

the efficient management of the information in the complex space-frequency data 

structure. 

2.3 Video Compression Techniques 

Compared with stiU image, video images, or a sequence of images, have 

temporal redundancy that is absent in stiU images. The signals are more correlated 

in temporal domain than they are in spatial domain, thus higher compression ratio 

is expected for video compression. Motion plays the key role in video images. 

While the basic techniques in still image compression find their appfications in 

video compression, some unique techniques are developed particularly for video 

compression in processing the motion information. The techniques are caUed 

motion compensated coding. We briefiy review the techniques in this section. 

2.3.1 Block Matching 

Block matching algorithm starts from finding the motion vectors for a block. A 

block of pixels are compared with those in the neighboring area in the previous 

frame. If one block from this area has very small difference with it, this block is 

considered a "match." This is the block that has moved to the current position. 

The displacement between the two blocks is called motion vector. This vector and 

the residue are coded. Block Matching algorithm is the technique underlies the 
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industry standards MPEG and H.261 [15] [20]. Its main drawback is the 

computation complexity due to the large search area. Many researches are devoted 

to improve the search efficiency [21] [22]. Also hardware implementation of the 

search is available. 

Since aU the pixels in a block do not necessarily have uniform motion, and 

block boundaries are not necessarily the boundaries of the moving objects, another 

method caUed variable block size motion compensation algorithm is developed. As 

can be told by its name, this method tries to coded the variable size blocks that 

move uniformly. This, too, demands much computation, and researches are going 

on overcoming the problem [23]. 

2.3.2 Component Segmentation 

Realizing that the intrinsic natures of a scene (edges, object structures, shapes 

and textures), are ignored in the block based algorithms, component segmentation 

starts from analyzing the contents of a scene. On contrary to block-based 

algorithms where an image is uniformly partitioned, component segmentation, also 

known as region-based algorithm, divides the image into components, or objects 

[24]. A component has relatively homogeneous characteristics in space and time. 

The contour and texture parameters of them are coded. Motion compensation is 

based on the segmented regions. The segmented regions can be image primitives 

like rectangular or triangles areas with constant luminances and colors. However, 
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due to the complexity of the image content, the contour may result inefficient 

coding as is the case of human hair. Also large motion in the scene may break the 

connections of a component among frames, lowing the efficiency of this technique 

[25] [26]. 

2.3.3 Model-based Coding 

Application-oriented approaches are drawing more and more attentions to the 

low bit rate video compression. In an application, specific visual information can 

be effectively modeled. An object is modeled with invariant representations. The 

invariant representations may be integrated across different frames [27]. Affine 

models are built to describe the deformation and other motions. For example, in 

video conference application, human face, the most djmamic part in a scene, is 

modeled with wireframe and pieces of patches [28]. 

Model-based technique has the advantage of less computation complexity, 

robustness, and stabifity. The model-based coder trades generality for extreme 

efficiency in its restricted domain. 

While by no means trjdng to give an exhaust fist of the image compression 

techniques, we reafize that those techniques are not isolated with each other. 

Many researchers combine several techniques into their compression schemes for 

better overall performance. 



CHAPTER III 

THE INDUSTRY STANDARDS 

We shaU outfine the JPEG standard for stiU image compression and MPEG 

standard for motion picture compression. This outline is intended to serve a 

guideline for our research, rather than an introduction material. Only those parts 

of the standards considered having direct influence on this study will be examined 

briefly. 

3.1 Outfine of JPEG Standard 

A joint committee of ISO ^ and CCITT ^ Joint Photographies Experts Group 

has aimed to developed an international compression standard for continuous-tone 

still image. The compression methods are required [14]: 

- Be at or near the state of the art regarding to compression rate and image 

fidelity. 

- Be applicable to practicaUy all kind of continuous-tone, digital images. 

- Have tractable computational complexity. 

- Have the foUowing operation modes: 

- sequential encoding 

- progressive encoding 

- lossless encoding 

^ISO: International Organization for Standardization 
^Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique 
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- Hierarchical encoding. 

JPEG uses discrete cosine transform (DCT) for its lossy compression operation 

mode. We shaU use gray scale image to iUustrate JPEG for color image can be 

decomposed into multiple copies of gray images. 

A JPEG image is coded in following steps: 

1. The whole image is divided into 8 x 8 blocks. Dividing a whole image into 

blocks reduces the computation and makes it accessible for multisolution, 

progressive transmission, and other signal processing appfications. 

2. DCT is performed on each 8 x 8 block independently. This transform 

produces the coefficients matrix of 8 x 8. 

3. The top-left corner element is the DC component. It is the average pixel 

value of this blocks of image. It wiU be coded separately from the AC 

coefficients using lossless DPCM method to preserve the overall brightness. 

4. All the other elements are AC coefficients. The farther they are away from 

the top-left comer, the higher their frequencies. The AC coefficients are 

quantized with different numbers to incorporate the human visual system 

factors. The higher the frequency, the bigger the quantization steps. 

5. The higher frequencies are more fikely to be quantized into zero. The 

quantized AC coefficients are ordered into "zig-zag" sequence. This ordering 

places lower frequency coefficients before the high frequency coefficients and 

can make good use of the run-length coding. 
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6. At the final stage of the coding, the coefficients are entropy coded. 

3.2 Outfine of MPEG standard 

The Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) was estabfished in the framework 

of the Joint ISO/IEC ^ Technical Conunittee on Information Technology to 

develop standards for coded representation of moving pictures, associated audio, 

and their combination used for storage and retrieval on digital storage media. 

In this section, we shall look at the requirements, algorithm, and image 

sequence structures of MPEG. 

3.2.1 MPEG Requirements 

MPEG supports the appfications of electronic publishing, games, movies, video 

mail, video telephone, and video conferencing. Meanwhile, MPEG is a generic 

standard, independent of the appfications. The features of the MPEG compression 

algorithm identified to fulfiU the requirements of the appfications axe as follows 

[15]: 

• Random access. So the access points must be coded with reference to 

themselves. TechnicaUy this means intraframe coded pictures must be present 

frequently. 

• Fast forward/Reverse searches. It should be possible to scan a bit stream and 

locate the target pictures. 

^International Electrotechnical Commission 
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• Reverse playback. 

• Audio-visual synchronization. 

• Robustness to errors. Catastrophic behaviors in the presence of errors should 

be avoided. 

• Coding/Decoding delay. The delay must be controUed under a certain limit 

(150 ms) to maintain the "interactiveness." 

• Editabifity. 

• Format flexibifity. 

• Cost trade-offs. 

MPEG defines a family of five subsets of the full syntax, caUed profiles [16] to 

accommodate a variety of appfications: 

1. Main proffie, 

2. Simple proffie, 

3. SNR scalable profile, 

4. Spatially scalable profile, 

5. High profile. 

There are levels associated to each Profile. Four levels are identified: Low 

Level, Main Level, High 1440 Level, and High Level. Each profile may have up to 

four levels, though some combinations are out of practical interest. 
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3.2.2 MPEG Algorithm Overview 

The random access abifity of MPEG requires pure intraframe coding, but only 

moderate compression can be achieved without interframe coding to exploit the 

temporal redundancy. MPEG compression algorithm refies on two techniques. 

1 . 8 x 8 block intraframe-type coding for the reduction of spatial redundancy. 

2. Block based motion compensation for the reduction of temporal redundancy. 

Coded are the residual signals from motion compensation prediction. 

There are four types of pictures in MPEG. 

1. Intra-pictures (I). They are coded without reference to other pictures. 

2. Predicted pictures (P). They are coded with reference to a past picture I or 

another P. 

3. Bidirectional predicted pictures (B). They are interpolated pictures from I 

and P, and are coded with reference from a past picture I and a future 

picture P. 

4. DC pictures (D). D picture contains only the 8 x 8 block average (DC values) 

for each block. The support for D pictures is optional. 

3.2.3 Basic Structures of MPEG Image Sequence 

An image sequence is divided into six layers: 

1. Sequence. At top of the hierarchy, sequence is made of groups of pictures. 

2. Group of pictures. Made up of I, P, B, and, possibly, D pictures. It is the 

rcindom access point. 
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3. Picture. Samples of a common plane captured from the same time instance. 

Either I, P, B, or D. Made up of slices. 

4. Sfice. Made up of macroblocks. It is the error resynchronization unit of 

macroblocks. 

5. Macroblock. Made up of 4 (2 x 2) Y blocks + 1 Cb block + 1 Cr block. 

6. Block. 8 x 8 sample array. 

It is the intention of MPEG to exclude the encoder the normative scope of the 

standard as long as the bit stream it produced is compliant, so that the door to 

competition is kept open. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

In this chapter we shall discuss the image modeling, the mathematical 

foundation of this study. 

4.1 General Treatment of Digital Images 

Among many features of an image, the texture is recognized to be an 

important one that reflects the correlation at both intra- and inter-frame levels. 

The image texture models can be classifled into two major classes although 

sometimes there is not a clear-cut fine between the two: (i) structural models, in 

which the textures are characterized by a class of primitives and the displacement 

rules of them; (ii) statistical models [30]. In statistical models we consider an 

image as a discrete 2D random field over a finite Ni x N2 rectangular lattice of 

points. A lattice is defined as 

L = {(i, j ) : 0 < i < ATi - 1, 0 < j < 7̂ 2 - 1}. (4.1) 

The model describes an image as a member of an ensemble characterized by its 

mean and covariance functions. Often the ensemble is assumed to be stationary so 

that the mean and covariance can be easily estimated. To characterize short-term 

or local properties of the pixels, one alternative is to characterize each pixel by a 

relation with its neighborhood pixels in a subset 

V = {Vij '• ihj) € L, rjij C L}. (4.2) 

32 
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A neighborhood 77 is defined on L with the central pixel (the pixel of interest) 

excluded, or (i, j ) ^ 77̂ .̂ Some of the common neighborhood system are given in 

Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Some of the common neighborhood systems, (a) The neighborhood 
system including only the nearest pixels, (b) The neighborhood system including 
as far as the second nearest pixels, (c) The neighborhood system including as fax 
Eis the third neaxest pixels. 

Since eaxly 1980's, Markov Random Fields have found increasing appfications 

in image models for textured image recognition, segmentation, and restoration, 

and other image processing appfications [31] [32] [33]. The basic paradigm is that, 

if the local characteristics of regions within the image are consistent, then the 

region can be modeled as Markov Random Field with a neighborhood system that 

defines the influencing pixels. We review the definition of Markov random process 

here, since its extension to 3D cases will be the theoretical foundation of our study. 
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A random sequence aj(n) is caUed pth-order Markov process, if the conditional 

probability of a;(n), given the entire past is equal to the conditional probability of 

xin), given only x(n), ..., x(n-p), such as 

Prob[xin)\xin - 1), a;(n - 2),..., a;(l)] = Pro6[a;(n)|x(n - 1),..., 3;(n - p)]. (4.3) 

The first-order Markov process is simply given as 

Prob[xin)\xin - l),a;(n - 2), ...,a;(l)] = Pro6[a;(n)|a;(n - 1)]. (4.4) 

It says that the status of a random variable aj(n) is related to only to its nearest 

past. It is the fact that a pixel value in an image can be estimated sololy from its 

direct neighbors in spatial and temporal domains. We use the first-order Markov 

process as the statistical model for predictive coding based on this fact. 

4.2 Statistical Nature of Temporal Correlation 

For a given sequence of images, we place them in a three dimensional frame. 

For motions involved in an image sequence, we shaU use the assumption of the 

smoothness of the motion and introduce the 3D Markov random fields. 

4.2.1 Smoothness Assumption 

The apparent motion of brightness patterns observed when the relative 

positions of the camera and the objects are changing can be characterized by an 

optical flow which is a motion field [34], a two-dimensional vector array. The 

direction of the vector is the direction of the motion and the vector is proportional 
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to the speed of the motion. Let Eix, y, t) be the intensity of an image element at 

time t at pixel location (a;, y). After an infinitesimal time increment St, at time 

t-\-St the same brightness moved to Eix -\-Sx,y-\- Sy, t-\-St). Using Taylor 

expansion we have 

dp rlW riT^ 
Eix + 5a:, 2/ + Sy, t ^ St) = Eix, y, t) + St^ + Sx^ ^ Sy^ + e, (4.5) 

ot dx dy 

where e contains the higher order terms of St, Sx and Sy. With a bit mathematical 

manipulation as 5t ^ 0 and ignoring the higher order terms, we obtain 

dE _ dE dx dE dy dE 

~dt ~ 'd^Ht ~^ ~d^~di ̂  ~dt' ^̂ "̂ ^ 

From the soomthness assumption, we have 

dE 

dt 
= 0, (4.7) 

or. 

dE dx dEdy dE _ 

'd^'di'^'d^'di'^'dt'^' ^^'^^ 

where ^ and -^ depict the the motion vector for each pixel. This formulation is 

defined based on the fact that the motion field is continuous everywhere [34]. 

4.2.2 Markov Random Fields 

One statistical approach is to model the images as a stochastic process in 2D 

field characterized by the joint and conditional distributions of the 2D random 

variables. One of the models from this approach is the Markov Random Field [30]. 
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Markov Random Field is defined with respect to a neighborhood system 77, if and 

only if 

ProbiXij = Xij) = Prob[Xij = Xij\Xpq = Xpq, (p, q) € rjij, ip,q) j^ (z, j ) ] . (4.9) 

A digital image is the reafization of such a field. A casual Markov model requires 

that r]pq are from the "past." For sequence of images, we extend the square lattice 

into Ni X N2 X 7V3 cubic lattice of points: 

L = {(i,j,fc) :0<i<Ni-l,0<j<N2-l,0<k<N3-i}. (4.10) 

The neighborhood system now includes 

V = {Vijic : (2,i, k) e L, rjijk C L}. (4.11) 

The Markov random field defined over the lattice becomes 

ProbiXijk = Xijk) = Prob[Xijk = Xijk\Xpgr = x^^r, iP.q.r) € Vijk, iP.Q.r) / ii,j,k)]. 

(4.12) 

for aU (z, j , k) € L, and P ( X = x) > 0 for aU x. In the next chapter, Chapter V, 

we shaU develop a three-dimensional prediction kernel based on the 3D Markov 

random field. 



CHAPTER V 

METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Background of DPCM Technique 

Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) is one of the most commonly 

used approaches to predictive coding schemes. It receives attention from the 

researchers because of its simpficity yet powerful capabifity. Many other 

compression schemes incorporate DPCM in one way or another. 

DPCM consists of two components: prediction and quantization. In 

prediction, the next signal value is predicted according to the available knowledge 

about the image data. Then DPCM subtracts the prediction value from the actual 

pixel value to form a differential image data, and this is much less correlated than 

the original one. For most of the images, it wiU also reduce the dynamic range of 

the signals. 

Quantization maps many input values (or even a continuum) into a smaUer, 

finite number of input levels so as to reduce the number of possible output 

symbols. Generally, prediction is lossless and the signals can be recovered 

completely. It is the quantization that determines the resulting bit rate and in 

turn together with the prediction affects the image quality. 

In stiU image predictive coding, the spatial redundancy is reduced by applying 

DPCM at intraframe level. We start from the two-dimensional prediction kernel 

37 
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for intraframe coding, then derive a three-dimensional prediction kernel for 

interframe coding. 

5.2 Two-Dimensional DPCM Kernel 

When the image pixel values are correlated we can predict a specific pixel 

value from its neighboring pixel values, as in 

Xm 

m—1 

t=0 

where x^ is the predicted value of pixel x„^ and â  is the weights of the 

neighboring pixel Xi. 

A good predictor wiU give small prediction error. A widely used criterion is the 

minimization of the mean-squared prediction error cr̂ . In mathematical language, 

this is to minimize the expectation of 

m—1 

al = E{(xrr,. - xj^} = E{ix„. - J2 <^i^if}' (5-2) 

Take the derivative of this with respect to GJ, and set it to zero, 

= -2E{{x^ - T,T=^'aiXi)xj} (5-3) 

^ 0. 

The neighboring pixels can be chosen in such a way in which only the closest 

pixels, which must have already arrived at the receiver, are taken into account, as 

shown in the Figure 5.1 [17]: 
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Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional prediction kernel. 

Research has demonstrated that including more neighboring pixels in a kernel 

only achieves a marginal gain [18]. 

Before moving on, let's derive a property of the images. 

Let Fii,j) be a random field, /(z, j ) be a sample function of the field. The 

mean is defined as the expectation: 

f = E[ni,j)]=Y:j:f(h3)pr-ob{i,j), 
i 3 

(5.4) 

and the variance 

a' = E[{f{i,j) - m = EE[/(». j) - ffProbiiJ). 
« 3 

The covariance function (joint centred moment) is 

f^p, = E[{f{i,j)-fng{i,j)-m 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

= Ei E;(/(i,i) - fnaii, J) - 9YProb(i, j), 

where gii,j) is another sample function of the field. Normalized second order 

moment is defined as 

P = 
Z^ii (5.7) 

\//^20/^02 

For this particular appfication if we have gii,j) = /(z + di,j + ^2), then, there will 

be 

fJ'20 — fJ'02 — ^ 5 (5.8) 
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so, 

p=lE[{f{i,j)-f){g{i,j)~g)]. (5.9) 

If z and j are indepedent of each other, then /(z, i) and gii,j) are separable, 

fihj) = / i (0/2(i) , and gii,j) = 5i(z>2(i), 

hence. 

E[{f{i,j) - iMiJ) - S)] = ElA{i)f2(j) - Jj2){9x{i)92(i) - mi)\ (5-10) 

When there are zero means: f = g = 0, Equation (5.10) becomes 

E[fiii)f2(j) - fj2)igiii)92ij) - 9192)] = E[fiii)giii)]E[if2iJ)92iJ)]- (5-11) 

Therefore 

_ E\f,(i)Q,{i)]E\(f2(j)g2{3)] 
(T 

or using the notation in Equation (5.9), we have 

P — Pi P2 1 

where pi and p2 are the one-step correlation in z and j direction and recall 

fin=E[if{i,j)-f)i9ihJ)-9)] 

= E[fii,j)9ii,j)] (̂ '̂ ^̂  

= E[fii,j)fii-{-duJ-^d2)]. 

Combining this with Equation (5.12), we have derived the foUowing property: 
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Property 1 For a given image /(z, j ) as a sample of a random field F(i,j) on L, 

where 

L = Hi J) :0<i<Ni-i,0<j<N2-l}, 

the stochastic nature of the neighboring pixels can be characterized by the following 

equation, 

E[f{i,j)f(i',r)] = E[f{i,j)f{i + dui + <k)] = <TV'i*'p!i*' 

with 

a'= E[{f{i,})-/-)% 

pl = E[f{i,j)f{i + l,j)], 

p2 = E[f{i,j)f{i,j + l)]. 

Using Property 1, substitute â  into Equation (5.3) with z = 0, 1, ...m — 1, for 

A, B, C, D and let aj = A, we have 

E[xA - iaiA'^ + a2BA + asCA + a4DA)] 

= a'^pi - (aicr^ + a2(T'^p2 + asa'^pip2 + a4<^̂ PiP2) i^-^^) 

= 0, 

or. 

a'^pi = axG^ + a20^p2 + O'ZO^p^p2 + ^4(7 p^p2^ 

Similarly, substitute a^ = B,C,D in to Equation (5.3), respectively, we obtain a 

group of equations: 

G^px — aicr^ + a2a^P2 + 0'^(r^piP2 + «4Ĉ  P1P2 
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<7 P1P2 = aior'^p2 + a2cr^ + a^a'^pi + aia'^pl 

cr P2 = ai(7^pip2 + a2cr^pi + a^o^ + 040-^^1 

<̂  P1P2 = CLi(r^plp2 + a2cr^p? + a^a'^pi + 04(7^. 

Or, in a matrix form with the common factor a^ dropped, the above equations 

becomes 
/ Pi \ 

P1P2 

P2 

/ I p2 P1P2 p\p2\ (a-iX 

P2 1 pi p\ 

Plp2 Pi 1 Pi 

\p1p2f \p\p2 PI Pi 1 y 
The solution to the equations gives 

02 

^3 

\ a 4 / 

(5.15) 

fll = PU «2 = -Plp2, ^3 = P2, 04 = 0 , 

It is interesting to notice that the contribution from pixel D is zero. The predictor 

becomes, 

x„^ = aiA-{- a2B + asC, (5.16) 

where A, B and C are the neighboring pixels as iUustrated earfier in Figure 5.1. 

The typical templates for different a, suggested by [17] are: 

for the Ist-order kernel: Xm. = 0.97^ 

for the 2nd-order kernel: x„, = 0.5^1 + 0.5C 

for the 3rd-order kernel: x^ = 0.9^ - 0.815 + 0.9yl 

x„. = 0 . 7 5 ^ - 0 . 5 5 + 0.75(7 
'•TJJ 

x„^ = A- B -\-C. 

file:///p1p2f
file:///p/p2
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5.3 Three-Dimensional DPCM Kernel 

The two-dimensional kernel has been the most commonly used in predictive 

codings. Now let us extend DPCM from the two-dimension case to the 

three-dimensional case: the kernel pixels come from both the current frame and 

the previous frame. SpecificaUy we choose pixel D, E, F, and G from the previous 

frame, x. A, B, and C from the current frame, and arrange them in a way as 

shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2: Three-dimensional Kernel. 

Here we have discarded the pixel next to C in -^x direction since the results 

derived for the 2D prediction kernel show the zero contribution from this pixel. 

Similarly, we can extend property 1 to 3D space. The following property is 

derived as this effort. 

P r o p e r t y 2 

e[x(i,i,A:)x(e',/,fc')] = <^ ̂ V'^ pV^ ^'"''K 
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with 

(T' = Ei(f(i,j,k)-fy], 

pl = E[fii,j,k)fii^l,j,k)], 

p2 = E[fii,j,k)fii,j-\-l,k)], 

pS = E[fii,j,k)fii,j,k^l)], 

where p^ is the one-step correlation in the time direction, and pi and p2 are the 

one-step correlation in the x and y directions. The proof of this property is similar 

to that of Property 1. 

The prediction of x is 

m—l 

X = ^ aiXi = aiA + a2B + asC + 04^ + a^E + UQE + a^G. (5-17) 
i= i 

Multiply ix — x) by A, using Property 2 to evaluate the foUowing expectation, we 

have 

E[ix - x)A] = E[xA - iaiA + 03^ + a3C + a4D + a^E + aeP + ayG)^!] 

= EixA) - [EiaiAA) + Eia2BA) + ^^(aaC^) + Eia^DA) 

+ £;(+a5^^) + £"(06^^) + EiajGA)] 

= cr'^pi-

( aicr^ + a2cr2/?2 + 03(7^1/52 + a4cr^P3 + a^f^^PiPs + CL^f^'^P1P2P3 + CL7a^p2p3) 
(5.18) 

Rearrange them, we get: 

<7 )̂0l = fllCr^ + a2C^ /̂?2 + Ci3(^^Plp2 + a4<^^i03 + O'b^^^PlPS + «6<^ P1P2P3 + <̂ 7<̂  P2P3 
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Similarly, multiply ix - x) by B, C, D, E, F and G respectively and evaluate the 

expectations, we the foUowing 6 equations. 

ĉ  Pip2 — a.i(r p2 + a2(T + a^a pi + 040- p2Ps + ar,a'^pip2p3 + oef^^pips + ^ycr^pa 

(7 p2 = aia P1P2 + a2cr pi + agcr + a4cr'^pip2P3 + a^a'^p2P3 + aQcr'^p3 + a^a'^pips 

(^ PiPz = flic^ P3 + <^cr P2P3 + ci30^pip2p3 + 040-^ + a^a'^pi + aQO^pyp2 + a-icP"p2 

0 p3 — aia pip3 + a2cr P1P2P3 + (^30^P2P3 + 04(7^^1 + 050-^ + a^cP"p2 + (i-irP'P1P2 

(^ P2pz = 0'i(r^Pip2p3 + 0'2O^PiPz + 0,3(7'^p3 + a^o^pip2 + a^o^p2 + aec^^ + o-icr^Pi 

O^Plp2p3 — 0'lO^P2PZ + 0'2(r^PZ + CLsCT^ Plp3 + a4Cr^/02 + ^bO-^ Plp2 + OeCT̂ yOi + flyCT^. 

Or, in matrix form with the common factor cr̂  dropped, we have 

/ Pi \ / 1 />2 /?lP2 /O3 î lPS P1P2P3 P2P3\ /ai\ 

P1P2 

P2 

PlP3 

P3 

P2P3 

P2 Pi P2P3 P1P2P3 P1P3 P3 

P1P2 Pi 1 P1P2P3 P2P3 P3 P1P3 

P3 P2P3 P1P2P3 1 Pi P1P2 P2 

P1P3 P1P2P3 P2P3 Pi 1 

P1P2P3 P1P3 P3 P1P2 P2 

P2 P1P2 

Pi 

0-2 

^3 

04 

O-b 

ag 

\P1P2P3J \ P2P3 P3 PlP3 P2 P1P2 Pi I ) \aT ) 

Before directly solving the equations for the coefficients a^'s we examine the 

expressions of a^'s in the two-dimensional case. HeuristicaUy, we have good reason 

file:///P1P2P3J
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to befieve that in the three-dimensional case the a^'s have the similar forms as in 

two-dimensional case. 

ai = api, 

02 = /?PlP2, 

«3 = 7P2-

Now, the equations for the ai's become quite easy to solve. Interestingly, the 

solutions are in sjrmmetric forms: 

(5.19) 

a i = pi 

02 

«3 

a^ 

as 

= - P i P 2 

= P2 

= - p l P 3 

P3 

(5.20) 

^6 = - P 2 P 3 

«7 = PlP2p3-

Base on the above solutions, now we have foUowing observation: 

Observation For the neighboring pixels directly connected to the Pixel Of Interest 

(POI) X, such as A, C, and E, their coefficients are the one-step correlation in 

their corresponding direction. For pixels at positions diagonal to x, such as B, D, 

F, and G, their coefficients are the product of the one-step correlations in the 

directions along which the pixels have the shortest distances. 

Based on this observation, we have 
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Property 3 In the prediction kernel, the closer the neighboring pixels to be the 

POI, the higher correlation exists (with greater correlation coefficients between the 

neighboring pixels and the POI. 

The possible templates for the 3D kernel can be 

x = A-B-\-C-D-\-E-F-\-G 

X = 0.33A + 0.33C + 033E 
(5.21) 

X = 0.9A - 0.85 + 0.9C - 0.8D + 0.9E - 0.8F + 0.7G 

X = 0.7bA - 0.55 + 0.75C - 0.5D + 0.755 - 0.5i^ + 0.25G 

During the process of modefing this kernel, some simplification and 

approximation axe made. Its validity and effectiveness in the prediction is to be 

verified through experiments. 

In video compression, the temporal redundancy can be reduced by applying 

DPCM at interframe level. In today's technology this is done by taking the 

difference of frames block by block. As for the difference there are three different 

cases to deal with: 

1. If the difference is very small, 

SAD < threshold A, 

where SAD is the sum of absolute difference and threshold.! is a 

experimentally determined number, the whole block from previous frame can 

be used as by the current block, so that no data needs to be transmitted over 

the communication channel. 
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2. If the difference is not very smaU, but stiU reasonably small, 

thresholdA < SAD < thresholdJl, 

where thresholdJl is again an experimentally determined number, the 

difference is coded, then transmitted. 

3. If the difference is large, 

thresholdJl < SAD, 

then a block matching technique can be used. A neighboring area is searched 

until the difference of two blocks is under certain threshold value (as in 

standard H. 261 [20] ) or the closest match is found (as in MPEG). Then the 

difference is processed as in Case 1 and 2. 

This strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

As stated earfier, the main drawback of block matching algorithm is its 

computation complexity. The proposed algorithm is: instead of using the 

brute-force searching for the block matching, we aim to improve the prediction 

using the derived 3D kernel. If we can predict the incoming signal more precisely, 

we shaU get very small difference between the actual signal and predicted signal, 

smoothing out the residual signal coding. 
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Read new block 

block from cunent frame - block from last frame 

Yes 

Yes 
Code the error and transmit 

No 

Search for matched blocks 

Code motion compensated error 

Transmit the enor and motion vector 

End coding the block 

Figure 5.3: Current video coding strategy. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 Experiments 

The experiments were conducted customer developed multimedia station which 

is 586 machine board system running under both DOS and MS Windows 

environment. Living images were digitized, then processed. In order to compare 

the computation result, benchmarking was used. The benchmarking experiments 

were conducted on SUN workstation running UNIX operating system. The 

benchmarking image sequence son was used for this purpose. The experiments of 

the following phases: 

1. Prediction, quantization and reconstruction of still image. 

2. Prediction, quantization and reconstruction of the image sequence using the 

propose 3D kernel. 

3. Comparison of the error image entropies from the proposed 3D kernel and the 

direct two-frame difference. 

4. Comparison of the mean square root error of the reconstructed images from 

the proposed 3D kernel and the direct two-frame difference. 

5. Based on the flowchart shown in Figure 5.3, the error image obtained this 

way is coded using JPEG method. The reconstructed image is shown in 

Figure 6.10. Although we see the degradation in the quafity. The bit rate is 

50 
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lowered to 0.70 bpp. Further investigation will be conducted in transform 

coding of the prediction errors. 

The programs are written in C language and attached in the appendices. 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

Based on the mathematical formulation from last section, we use one of the 

most commonly used benchmark image to test the 2D prediction DPCM 

algorithm. 

Figure 6.1 is the histogram of the original data. 

3000 

2500-

2000 

1500-

1000 

500-

250 

Figure 6.1: The histogram of original image of Lena. Image size is 512 x 512. 

Entropy = 7.403. 

Figure 6.2 is the differential signal histograms from the prediction using the 

templates given in section 5.2. Apparently, the original data has a wider 
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Figure 6.2: The error signal histograms for Lena from different prediction templates. 
The image size is 512 x 512. (a): A = l , B=0, C=0. Entropy: 5.028858; (b): A=0.5, 
B=0, 0=0 .5 , Entropy: 4.597145; (c): A - 1 , B=- l , C = l . Entropy 4.779738; (d): 
A=0.75, B=-0.5, C=0.75. Entropy: 4.536812; (e): A=0.9, B=-0.8, C=0.9. Entropy: 
4.652041. 
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Figure 6.3: Original Lena. The size is 512 x 512 pixels with a resolution of 8 bits 

per pixel. 
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Figure 6.4: Reconstructed Lena at 2.11 bpp from 5-level quantized error image. 
The root of mean square error is 4.99. 
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Figure 6.5: The image of difference from the original Lena and the reconstructed 
Lena. The intensity is shifted +128 for better visibihty. 
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histogram profile and higher entropy value. In contrast, the differential signal data 

histograms have much narrower range of the intensity values and lower entropies. 

Particularly, the peak of the the histograms is located at the location of the zero 

intensity value, indicating that most of the prediction match the actual image 

values. The more accurate the prediction, the less entropy of the differential data. 

Figure 6.3 is the original Lena. The prediction error image is quantized into only 5 

levels. The reconstructed image is shown in Figure 6.4. The difference of the 

original Lena and the reconstructed one is shown in Figure 6.5 

As for interframe prediction, we expect that the error images predicted by the 

3D kernel derived in Section 5.3 should have less entropy than that of the error 

images obtained by taking the difference of two consecutive images. 

Looking at the prediction kernels one can see that the prediction is actually 

made by averaging the neighboring pixels with different weights. The weights are 

correlations. A pixels may have different correlations with its neighbors along the 

three directions x, y, and t. Before having any preference along any of the three 

direction, we can equaUy weight the pixel A, C, and E regarding their correlations 

with POI X. The typical histograms of the error signals are shown in Figure 6.6. 

They are approximately two-sided exponential function, namely Laplacian 

function [17]. To fit the error signal in one byte, an error is shifted by adding 128 

to it. The numbers are stiU not in the range of 0^^255 are truncated. The 

truncated numbers usuaUy account a very small percentage of the total pixels. 
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The histograms peaked at intensity value 128, the shifted 0, indicating a zero 

difference of the prediction. 
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Figure 6.6: For image son6.Y. (a) The histogram of errors from 3D kernel with 
A=C=E=0 .75 , B=D=F=-0 .5 , G=0.25. (b) The histogram of errors from two-frame 
difference. 

Table 6.1 has the comparison of entropies of original images and the predicted 

error images from image sequence benchmark son. 

The prediction error images may be quantized for further entropy reduction. 

There are foUowing considerations in quantizing the error signal, 

1. To minimize the mean square error, finer quantization should be placed at 

where the histograms have higher values while coarser quantization should be 

placed at where the histograms have lower values. 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Entropies by Using 3D kernel and by taking the frame Dif
ference. The template for the 3D kernel is A=C=E=0.75, B=D=F=-0.5 , G=0.25. 

Image 
sonl.Y 
son2.Y 
son3.Y 
son4.Y 
son5.Y 
son6.Y 

Entropy from the error 
image using 3D kernel 

5.511 
5.621 
5.634 
5.575 
5.692 
5.680 

Entropy from two-frame 
difference 

6.639 
6.604 
6.717 
6.685 
6.697 
6.749 

Entropy of the 
original image 

7.676 
7.690 
7.689 
7.694 
7.688 
7.684 

2. Research on HVS (Human Visual System) shows that human eyes are more 

sensitive to the intensity changes in flat intensity area rather than to that of 

where intensity has a big jump. 

It is interesting to notice that the above considerations suggest the same 

quantization strategy. Figure 6.9 is the prediction error image of son6.Y (Notice 

that the intensity is shifted +128), and Figure 6.8 is the reconstructed image. 

Original son6.Y is shown in Figure 6.7 for comparison. The entropies of the error 

images are listed in the Table 6.2. 

The roots of mean-square error of the reconstructed image are fisted in Table 

6.3. 
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Figure 6.7: The original image of son6.Y. The image size is 352 x 288.The resolution 
is 8 bits. 
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Figure 6.8: The reconstructed image son6.Y from the prediction error image. (1) 
Image size is 352 x 288; (2) pixel depth is 8 bits; (3) kernel weights are A=C=E=0.75, 
B=D=F=-0 .5 , G=0.25; (4) the errors are quantized into 5 levels; (5) bit rate is 2.33 
bits per pixel. 
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Figure 6.9: The difference between the original son6.Y and its reconstructed image. 
The intensity is shifted +128 for better visibility. 

Table 6.2: The Entropies of 5-level Quantized Error Images. 

The Error Image 
son2.err 
son3.err 
son4.err 
son5.err 
son6.err 

Entropy after Quantization 
2.282 
2.301 
2.304 
2.306 
2.302 
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Table 6.3: The Root of Mean Square Error of the reconstructed images. 

The Reconstructed Image 
son2.rec 
son3.rec 
son4.rec 
son5.rec 
son6.rec 

From 3D prediction 
18.496 
21.122 
20.757 
20.233 
20.753 

From two-frame difference 
29.446 
36.987 
38.283 
38.653 
38.473 

Figure 6.10: Reconstructed image whose errors are coded using JPEG method. 3D 
kernel is used for interframe prediction. The bit rate is 0.70 bits per pixel. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 Conclusion 

We start from two-dimensional kernel for intra-frame prediction and arrive at a 

three-dimensional kernel for inter-frame prediction. This prediction kernel 

produces error images with less entropy than the one produced by directly taking 

the difference of two consecutive images, implying more accurate prediction by the 

3d kernel. In comparison to another prevailing technique of DCT/quantization 

coding, DPCM achieves simpficity at higher bit rate. It requires less complex 

equipment and smaller memory. In this study, we are able to achieve about 3.68 to 

1 compression ratio. The prediction can be used as the first stage of hybrid 

compression schemes. In order to achieve higher compression ratio, the hybrid 

compression schemes may include DPCM, block truncation, vector quantization, 

transform coding and entropy coding. More compression can be achieved by 

hybrid compression schemes. The most desirable features of DPCM are the 

simpficity of hardware reafization and the fast speed of operation. These features 

make DPCM play an important role in real time coding schemes [35]. 

7.2 Future Research Work 

In applying Markov Random Fields to the 3D latrice, we have assumed a 

smoothness of the optical flow. This assumption is the same as a continuity 
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assumption of the image scene in temporal domain. TechnicaUy, this demands 

certain frame sampling rate of the image sequence and excludes scene change. 

Since the third dimension is in temporal domain rather than in spatial domain as 

the first two dimensions, it has certain statistical features different from those in 

spatial domain. Further investigation needs to be conducted for the statistical 

modefing of it. 

In addition, we should be aware of the fact that the DPCM alone wiU not be 

able to provide much compression. Therefore, a hybrid technique with a good 

prediction should be developed. Other recommendations are: 

1. Performing Vector Quantization on n x n subregion of a given image. After 

quantization, the total number of symbols are greatly reduced and the 

symbols will more be frequently repeating, so wiU certain n x n patterns. 

This provides a good chance for efficient vector representation. Vector 

quantization can also be directly appfied to prediction images. 

2. Working on Bitmapping technique. Each different quantization level can be 

represented as a bitmap. Within each bitmap, run length coding may be 

appfied. Block truncation may be considered as a special case of general bit 

mapping technique. 

Further compression can be achieved with more effort on the investigation. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM LIST 

A.l Intraframe Prediction Using Two-dimensional Kernel 

Program 2d_pred.c 
Author Dongming Liang 
Date November 1995 
Purpose This is a program using 2d kernel for 

intraframe prediction. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

int quantize( light ) 
int light; 

{ if (op ==3) return light; 
if (light>136) return 144; 

else if (light>130) return 133 
else if (light>125) return 128 
else if (light>119) return 123 
return 112; 

/* 

Quantization range: 
1: 0~119 
2: 120''125 
3: 126''130 
4: ISl^lSS 
5: 136~255 

size: 
size: 
size: 
size: 
size: 

120 
5 
5 
5 
121 

*/ 

main (argc, argv ) 
int argc; char •*argv; 

{ 
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int row, column, width=512, height=512; 
int light, recovered, x; 
float a=l, b=0, c=0; 
int i,j,k, 1=0; 

unsigned char buffer[512], prev[512], act[512]; 
unsigned char quantized, ini; 
int MSE=0; 
int temp; 

FILE *infile, *outfile; 
int op = 0; 

if (argc < 3) 

{ 
printf ("Usage: 2d_pred imageO image_err [q]\n"); 
exit (0); 

} 
op=argc; 
infile = fopen (argv[l], "rb"); 
if (infile == NULL) exit(O); 

outfile = fopen (argv[2], "wb"); 
if (outfile == NULL) exit(O); 

printf ("Enter the width and height of the image: " ) ; 
scanf ("y.dXd", fewidth, feheight); 
printf("Enter parameters A, B and C: " ) ; 
scanf("y,f'/,f/,f", &a, &b, fee); 

fread(buffer, 1, width, infile); 

recovered=128; 

for (j=0; j<width; j++) 
{ 
l ight=-recovered+buffer[ j ] ; 
light+=128; 
l i gh t=quan t i ze ( l i gh t ) ; 

recovered+=light-128; 
if (recovered>255) recovered=255; 
e lse if (recovered<0) recovered=0; 
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act[j]=recovered; 
temp = recovered-buffer[j]; 
MSE+= temp*temp; 
buffer[j]=light; 

} 

ini=buffer[0]; 
memcpy(prev, act, width); 
fwrite(buffer, width, 1, outfile); 
for (i=l; i<height; i++) 

{ 
fread(buffer, 1, width, infile); 

recovered=prev[0]; 
light=buffer[0]-recovered+128; 
light=quantize(light); 
recovered+=light-128; 

if (recovered>255) recovered=255; 
else if (recovered<0) recovered=0; 

temp = recovered-buffer[0]; 
MSE+= temp*temp; 
buffer[0]=light; 
act[0]=recovered; 
for (j=l; j<width; j++) 

{ 
x=a*recovered +b*prev[j-l] + c*prev[j] ; 
i f (x<0) x=0; 
e lse if (x>255) x=255; 
l ight=128+buffer[j]-x; 
light=quantize(light); 
recovered=light-128+x; 

if (recovered>255) recovered=255; 
else if (recovered<0) recovered=0; 

act[j]=recovered; 
temp = recovered-buffer[j]; 
MSE+= temp*temp; 

buffer[j]=light; 

} 
1^ */ 
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memcpy(prev, act, width); 
fwrite(buffer, width, 1, outfile); 

/* */ 

} 

fclose(infile); fclose(outfile); 
printf ("The root of mean square error is /.f \n", 
sqrt((double)(MSE)/width/height) ); 
return 0; 

} 

A.2 Reconstruction from the Prediction Error Image 
Produced by the Two-dimensional Kernel 

Program 2d_recon.c Author Dongming Liang 
Date November 1995 
Purpose This is a program reconstructing the image 

from the prediction error produced by the 
2d kernel. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 

main (argc, argv) 
int argc; char **argv; { 

int row, column, width=512, height=512; 

float a=l, b=0, c=0; 
int light, temp, Q=l, ini; 
int i,j,k,l=0; 
unsigned char bufferC512], prev[512], recovered; 

FILE *infile, *outfile; 

if (argc != 3) 

printf ("Usage: 2d_recon image.err image_rec\n"); 

exit (0); 

} 
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infile = fopen (argv[l], "rb"); 
if (infile == NULL) {printf("File not exists.\n"); exit(O);} 

outfile = fopen (argv[2], "wb"); 
if (outfile == NULL) exit(O); 

printf ("Enter the width and height of the image: " ) ; 
scanf("7,dy,d", fewidth, feheight); 
printf("Enter A, B and C: " ) ; 
scanf("'/,fy,f'/,f", fea, feb, fee); 

fread(prev, 1, width, infile); 

for (j=l; j<width; j++) 

{ 
l ight=-128+prev[ j - l ]+prev[ j ] ; 

i f (light>255) l ight=255; 
e lse i f ( l ight<0) l ight=0; 

p r ev [ j ]= l igh t ; 
} 

fwr i te (prev , width, 1, o u t f i l e ) ; 

for ( i = l ; i<height; i++) 
{ 
fread(buffer, 1, width, infile); 
in i=prev[0] ; 

l ight=-128+ini+buffer[0] ; 
i f (light>255) light=255; 
e l se i f ( l ight<0) l ight=0; 

buf fe r [0]=l igh t ; 
for ( j= l ; j<width; j++) 

{ 
temp=a*buffer[j-l] +b*prev[j-l] + c*prev[j] ; 
i f (temp<0) temp=0; 
e lse if (temp>255) temp=255; 
temp=temp-128+buffer[j]; 
i f (temp<0) temp=0; 
e lse if (temp>255) temp=255; 

buffer[j]=temp; 
} 
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memcpy(prev, buffer, width); 
fwrite(buffer, width, 1, outfile); 
/* 

} 
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• * / 

• * / 

fclose(infile); fclose(outfile); 
return 0; 

} 

A.3 Interframe Prediction Using Three-Dimensional Kernel 

Program 3d_pred.c Author Dongming Liang 
Date November 1995 
Purpose This is a program using 3d kernel for 

interframe prediction. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define w 352 

int quantize( light ) 
int light; 

{ 

if (light>136) return 144; 
else if (light>130) return 133 
else if (light>125) return 128 
else if (light>119) return 123 
return 112; 

/* 

Quantization range 
1: 0~119 
2: 120"'125 
3: 126''130 
4: ISl^lSS 
5: 136~255 

size: 
size: 
size: 
size: 
size: 

120 
5 
5 
5 
121 

• * / 

} 
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main ( argc, argv) 
i n t argc; 
char **argv; 
{ 

char *usage="3d_pred imageO imagel image.err a b c d e f g\n"; 
in t p , q, i , j , k, width=352, height=288; 
in t l i g h t , x=0; 

unsigned char back[w], cur[w], backtop[w], top[w], buffer[w]; 
double a= l ,b=- l , c= l ,d=- l , e= l , f= -1 ,g= l ; 
FILE * i n f i l e l , * in f i l e2 , * e r r f i l e ; 

usage); 

•rb") 
•rb") 
•wb") 

if (argc != 11) 
{printf("Usage: /.s" 
return 0; 

} 
inf i le l=fopen(argv[ l ] , 
inf i le2=fopen(argv[2] , 
e r r f i le=fopen(argv[3] , 

a=atof(argv[4]) 
b=atof(argv[5]) 
c=atof(argv[6]) 
d=atof(argv[7]) 
e=atof(argv[8]) 
f=atof(argv[9]) 
g=atof(argv[10]); 

fread(back, width, 1, infilel); 
fread(cur, width, 1, infile2); 

light=128+cur[0]-back[0]; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light=quantize(light); 
buffer[0]=light; 
light+=-128+back[0]; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 
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c u r [ 0 ] = l i g h t ; 

f o r ( j = i ; j<width; j++) 
{ 
x = a * c u r [ j - l ] + d*back [ j - l ] + e*back[j] ; 

i f ( l igh t>255) l igh t=255; 
e l s e i f ( l i gh t<0 ) l i g h t = 0 ; 

l i g h t = 1 2 8 + c u r [ j ] - x ; 
i f ( l igh t>255) l igh t=255; 
e l s e i f ( l i gh t<0 ) l i g h t = 0 ; 

l i g h t = q u a n t i z e ( l i g h t ) ; 
b u f f e r [ j ] = l i g h t ; 
l i g h t +=-128+x; 

i f ( l igh t>255) l igh t=255; 
e l s e i f ( l i gh t<0) l i gh t=0 ; 

c u r [ j ] = l i g h t ; 
} 

f w r i t e ( b u f f e r , wid th , 1, e r r f i l e ) ; 

f o r ( i = l ; K h e i g h t ; i++) 
{ 
memcpy(backtop, back, width); 
memcpy(top, cur, width); 
fread(back, width, 1, infilel); 
fread(cur, width, 1, infile2); 
x=c*top[0]+f*backtop[0]+e*back[0] ; 

if (light>255) light=255; 

else if (light<0) light=0; 

light=128+cur[0]-x; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light=quantize(light); 
buffer[0]=light; 
light+=-128+x; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

cur[0]=light; 
for (j=l; j<width; j++) 

{ 
x=a*cur[j-1]+b*top[j-1]+c*top[j] 
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+d*back[j-1]+e*back[j]+f*backtop[j] 
+g*backtop[j-l]; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light=128+cur[j]-x; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light=quantize(light); 
buffer[j]=light; 
light +=-128+x; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

cur[j]=light; 
} 

fwrite(buffer, width, 1, errfile); 
} 

fclose(infilel); fclose(infile2);fclose(errfile) ; 
/*printf("y,f %f t± %f %f Xf %f\n", a,b,c,d,e,f ,g) ;*/ 
return 0; 
} 

A.4 Reconstruction from the Prediction Error Image 
Produced by Two-dimensional Kernel 

Program 3d_recon.c 
Author Dongming Liang 
Date November 1995 
Purpose This is a program reconstructing the image 

from the prediction error produced by the 
3d kernel. 

*************************************************/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define w 352 

main ( argc, argv) 

int argc; 

char **argv; 

{ 
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char *usage="3d_recon imageO image.err imagel a b c d e f g\n"; 
i^^ p . q, i , j , k, width=352, height=288; 
i n t l i g h t , x=0; 

unsigned char back[w], cur[w], backtop[w], top[w], buffer[w]; 
double a= l , b= - l , c= l , d= - l , e= l , f= - l , g= l ; 
FILE * i n f i l e l , * in f i l e2 , * e r r f i l e ; 

if (argc != 11) 

{printf ( "Usage: '/.s " , usage); 
return 0; 

} 
in f i l e l= fopen(a rgv[ l ] , "rb") 
inf i le2=fopen(argv[2] , "rb") 
er r f i le=fopen(argv[3] , "wb") 

a=atof(argv[4]) 
b=atof(argv[5]) 
c=atof(argv[6]) 
d=atof(argv[7]) 
e=atof(argv[8]) 
f=atof(argv[9]) 
g=atof(argvElO]); 

fread(back, width, 1, i n f i l e l ) ; 
f read(cur , width, 1, i n f i l e 2 ) ; 

l ight=-128+cur[0]+back[0]; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (l ight<0) l ight=0; 

buf fer [0]=l ight ; 
cur [0]=l igh t ; 

for ( j= l ; j<width; j++) 
{ 
l igh t=a*cur [ j - l ] + d*back[j-l] + e*back[j]; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
e lse if ( l ight<0) l ight=0; 

l ight+=-128+cur[j] ; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if ( l ight<0) l ight=0; 
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buffer[j]=light; 
cur[j]=light; 
} 

fwrite(buffer, width, 1, errfile); 

for (i=l; i<height; i++) 

{ 

memcpy(backtop, back, width); 
memcpy(top, cur, width); 
fread(back, width, 1, infilel); 
fread(cur, width, 1, infile2); 
light=c*top[0]+f*backtop[0]+e*back[0] ; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light+=-128+cur[0]; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

buffer[0]=light; 
cur[0]=light; 
for (j=l; j<width; j++) 

{ 
light=a*cur [ j -1] +b*top [ j -1] +c*top [ j] 

+d*backCj-l]+e*back[j]+f*backtop[j] 
+g*backtop[j-l]; 

if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

light+=-128+cur[j]; 
if (light>255) light=255; 
else if (light<0) light=0; 

buffer[j]=light; 
cur[j]=light; 
} 

fwrite(buffer, width, 1, errfile); 

} 
fclose(infilel); fclose(infile2);fclose(errfile); 
/•printf ("%f y.f y,f y.f y,f y.f y,f\n", a,b,c,d,e,f,g);*/ 
return 0; 
} 
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